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Abstract. A proxy signature scheme allows an entity to delegate its
signing capability to another entity (proxy) in such a way that the
proxy can sign messages on behalf of the delegator. Proxy signatures
have found numerous practical applications such as distributed systems,
mobile agent applications, etc. Recently, Xu, Zhang and Feng proposed
the ﬁrst formal models of identity based proxy signature. Unfortunately,
their model does not capture the notion of adaptively chosen message
and chosen identity attacker in identity based system. In this paper, we
redeﬁne the security models of identity based proxy signature to capture the most stringent attacks against adaptively chosen message and
chosen identity attacker. We also propose a new provably secure identity
basad proxy signature scheme whose security is based on the hardness
of Computational Diﬃe-Hellman problem in the random oracle model.

1

Introduction

Traditional public-key cryptography (PKC) has many applications; however,
PKC seems less attractable in distributed and ad hoc systems, since the requirement of public-key infrastructure prevents its applications in this ﬁeld. The
notion of identity-based cryptosystem was introduced by Shamir in his seminal
paper in [22]. The main essence of identity-based cryptosystem is to remove the
need of certiﬁcation of the public keys. The public key of each party is obtained
from his/her public identity, such as the IP address in the ad hoc system, which
can uniquely identify the party. Since its introduction in [22], many identity
based schemes have been proposed (e.g., [2,15,20,25]).
On the other hand, permanent connections between customers and servers
in this kind of system are unnecessary and infeasible. In order to ensure service availability to the customers distributed in the whole networks, the server
must delegate his rights to some other parties in the systems, such as the mobile
agents. This way, replication can be achieved and there is no need to count on a
single server. A proxy signature scheme is a variation of the standard signature
schemes, in which an original signer (say, Alice) can delegate his signing right
to another signer, called the proxy signer (say, Bob), for signing messages. The
notion of proxy signature was introduced by Mambo, Usuda and Okamoto [17].
Since then, proxy signature schemes have attracted a considerable amount of interest from the cryptographic research community. Based on the delegation type,
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there are three types of proxy signatures: full delegation, partial delegation, and
delegation by warrant. In the full delegation system, Alice’s secret key is given
to Bob directly so that Bob can have the same signing capability as Alice. In
practice, such schemes are obviously impractical and insecure. In a partial delegation proxy signature scheme, a proxy signer possesses a key, called private
proxy key, which is diﬀerent from Alice’s private key. Hence, proxy signatures
generated by using the proxy private key are diﬀerent from Alice’s signatures.
However, in such schemes, the messages a proxy signer can sign are not limited.
This weakness is eliminated in delegation by a warrant that speciﬁes what kinds
of messages are delegated. Here, the original signer uses the signing algorithm of
a standard signature scheme and its secret key to sign a warrant and generate
a signature on the warrant which is called as delegation. The proxy signer uses
the delegation and his secret key to create a proxy signature on behalf of the
original signer. According to whether the original signer can generate a valid
proxy signature or not, proxy signatures can be classiﬁed into proxy-unprotected
and proxy-protected schemes. In a proxy-protected scheme only the proxy signer
can generate proxy signatures, while in a proxy-unprotected scheme either the
proxy signer or the original signer can generate proxy signatures. In many applications, proxy-protected schemes are required to avoid the potential disputes
between the original signer and the proxy signer. Though there exist many proxy
signature schemes, most of them are insecure [14,11,13,18,19,23]. Recently, based
on the work of [4,16], Xu, Zhang and Feng formalized the notion of security for
ID-based proxy signature schemes and proposed a scheme based on the bilinear
pairings [26]. However, as we will show later, the model deﬁned in their paper
does not capture the deﬁnitions of adaptively chosen message and chosen identity
attacker in identity based system.
Our contribution
Firstly, we redeﬁne the security notion of ID-based proxy signature schemes to
capture the most stringent attacks in this model, namely the adaptively chosen
message and chosen identity attacks. Compared with the model proposed in [26],
our model captures a stronger security notion of the proxy signature by allowing
the adversaries to behave more adaptively in oracle accessing. The adversary
can freely choose the identities of the original signer and the proxy signer. We
proceed by proposing a new identity based proxy signature scheme whose security is based on the hardness of the Computational Diﬃe-Hellman problem in
the random oracle model. Compared with the scheme proposed in [26], the new
proposed scheme enjoys less operation cost.
Roadmap
The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In next section, we provide the preliminaries of our scheme including bilinear pairings and security assumptions. In
Section 3, we describe the formal models of our ID-based proxy signature scheme.
We present our ID-based proxy signature scheme with its security analysis in
Section 4. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 5.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1

Bilinear Pairing

Let G1 be a cyclic additive group of prime order q, P is the generator of G1 , GT
denotes a multiplicative group of the same order. Let e : G1 × G1 → GT be a
bilinear pairing with the following properties:
– e is bilinear: e(aP, bP ) = e(P, P )ab , for all a, b ∈ ZZ q .
– e is non-degenerate: e(P, P ) = 1GT .
– e is eﬃciently computable.
We say G1 is a bilinear group if there exists a group GT , and a bilinear pairing
e : G1 × G1 → GT as above, and e, and the group action in G1 and GT can
be computed eﬃciently. Using the bilinear pairing on certain elliptic curves over
a ﬁnite ﬁeld of characteristic, the elements in G1 can have short representation
[3,9].
2.2

Security Deﬁnitions

Deﬁnition 1. Computational Diﬃe-Hellman (CDH) on G1 ,
Given P, aP, bP ∈ G1 , for some unknown a, b ∈R ZZ q , compute abP ∈ G1 .
The success probability of an algorithm A in solving the CDH problem on G1 is
denoted as SuccCDH
A, G1 = P r[A(P, aP, bP ) = abP : a, b ∈R ZZ q ].
Deﬁnition 2. Computational Diﬃe-Hellman (CDH) Assumption on
G1 ,
Given P, aP, bP ∈R G1 , for some unknown a, b ∈ ZZ q , SuccCDH
A, G1 is negligible for
any polynomially bounded algorithm.

3

Formal Models of ID-Based Proxy Signatures

Let Alice denote the original signer and Bob the proxy signer. The ID-based
proxy signature scheme consists of the following algorithms: ParaGen, KeyExtract,
StandardSign, StandardVer, DelegationGen, ProxySign and ProxyVer.
1. ParaGen: Taking as input the system security parameter , this algorithm
outputs system’s parameters Para and the system’s master key s. That is:
(Para, s) ← ParaGen().
2. KeyExtract: Taking as input system’s parameter Para and an identity IDi
where i ∈ {a, b} denotes the identities of Alice and Bob, respectively, this
algorithm generates a secret key skIDi for them. That is: skIDi ← KeyExtract
(Para, IDi , s).
3. StandardSign: Input system’s parameter Para, the signer’s secret key skID
and the message M to be signed, this algorithm outputs the standard signature σS . That is: σS ← StandardSign(Para, M, skID ).
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4. StandardVer: Input system’s parameter Para, the signer’s identity ID, the
signed message M and the standard signature σS , this algorithm outputs True
if σS is a valid standard signing of the message M under the identity ID and
outputs ⊥ otherwise. That is: {Ture, ⊥} ← StandardVer(Para, ID, M, σS ).
5. DelegationGen: Input system’s parameter Para, the original signer’s secret key
skIDa and the warrant W to be signed, this algorithm uses the StandardSign
algorithm to generate the delegation σw . That is: σw ← DelegationGen(Para,
W, skIDa ).
6. ProxySign: Input system’s parameter Para, the warrant W , the delegation σw ,
the secret key skIDb of the proxy signer and the message M to be signed, this
algorithm generates the proxy signature σ. That is: σ ← ProxySign(Para, W,
σw , skIDb , M ).
7. ProxyVer: Input system’s parameter Para, original signer’s identity IDa ,
proxy signer’s identity IDb , the warrant W , the signed message M and
the signature σ, this algorithm outputs True if σ is a valid proxy signature of the message M and outputs ⊥ otherwise. That is: {True, ⊥} ←
ProxyVer(Para, IDa , IDb , W, M, σ).
3.1

Security Models

In [26], Xu, Zhang and Feng proposed the ﬁrst formal security model of identitybased proxy signature. Actually, this model is a variation of the security model in
the traditional public key system which is proposed in [4,16]. While their model
provides some properties that an identity-based proxy signature schemes should
capture, there are two weaknesses of the models deﬁned in [26].
1. The attacker A’s target identity ID1 is given to A before A submits queries
to the challenger. However, we normally allow A to choose the target identity
adaptively after he received responses of all the queries.
2. When A outputs a forgery signature (m, psign) under the proxy signing key
skp (which is deﬁned in their scheme), with original signer ID1 and the
proxy signer IDi , A cannot request the proxy signatures of other messages
under this proxy signing key. However, we normally allow A to obtain the
signatures of the message m under this signing key with the only restriction
that m = m .
Similarly to the model deﬁned in [10], we divide the potential adversary into the
following three types:
1. Type I: This type adversary AI only has the public keys (identities) of Alice
and Bob.
2. Type II: This type adversary AII has the public keys (identities) of Alice
and Bob, and also can have the secret key of the proxy signer Bob.
3. Type III: This type adversary AIII has the public keys (identities) of Alice
and Bob, and also can have the secret key of the original signer Alice.
One can ﬁnd that if an ID-based proxy signature scheme is secure against Type
II (or Type III) adversary, the scheme is also secure against Type I adversary. We
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note the above classiﬁcation helps to make the security model clearer; therefore,
we will use this classiﬁcation to improve the security model proposed in [26]. In
a warrant based proxy signature, the delegation is the original signer’s standard
signature on the warrant which contains information regarding the proxy signer
such as the proxy signer’s ID, a period of validity, the restriction on the class
of messages for which the warrant is valid. Therefore, this kind of proxy signature can prevent the misuse of the delegation. Here after, we only focus on the
unforgeability of the proxy signature.
Existential unforgeability under adaptive AII Adversary
Roughly speaking, a valid ID-based proxy signature σ of the message M under
the warrant W shows that the original signer agrees on this warrant and has
signed this warrant. Therefore, even the adversary can obtain the secret key of
the proxy signer, he cannot create a valid ID-based proxy signature under the
warrant W if he does not obtain the delegation of this warrant. It is deﬁned
using the following game between the challenger C and a type II adversary AII :
– Setup: C runs the ParaGen algorithm to obtain system’s parameter para and
the master key s.
– KeyExtract queries: Given an identity ID, C returns the private key skID
corresponding to ID.
– StandSign queries: AII can request the signature of M under the identity ID.
In response, C runs the StandSign algorithm to obtain σS and returns σS to
the adversary AII . Especially, AII can request the original signer IDA ’s delegation (that is the standard signature) on (W, IDA , IDB ) where W denotes
the warrant, IDB denotes the proxy signer’s identity and W, IDA , IDB are
chosen by AII adaptively. In response, C runs the StandSign algorithm to
sign the message (W, IDA , IDB ) to generate σW . Then C returns σW to the
adversary AII .
– ProxySign queries: Proceeding adaptively, AII can request the proxy signature of (W, M, IDA , IDB ) where W is the warrant, M is the message to be
signed, IDA is the original signer’s identity and IDB is the proxy signer’s
identity. In response, C ﬁrstly runs the KeyExtract algorithm to obtain the
secret keys of the original signer and proxy signer, respectively. Then C runs
the StandSign algorithm to sign the message (W, IDA , IDB ) and generates
the delegation σW . At last, C runs the ProxySign algorithm and generates
the proxy signature σ. Then C returns σ to the adversary AII as response.
– Output: Finally, AII outputs (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB , σ ∗ ) where IDA is the
identity of original signer, IDB is the identity of proxy signer, Wf is the
warrant, M ∗ is the message and σ ∗ is the signature which satisfy that:
1. IDA has not been requested as one of the KeyExtract queries.
2. (Wf , IDA , IDB ) has not been requested as one of the StandSign queries.
3. (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB ) has not been requested as one of the ProxySign
queries.
4. σ ∗ is a valid ID-based proxy signature of the message m∗ under the
warrant Wf , the original signer IDA and the proxy signer IDB .
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Remark: Compared with the model deﬁned in [26], an important reﬁnement is
that we allow AII to adaptively submit the ProxySign queries under the warrant
whose delegation is unknown to him. The only restrictions are that when AII
outputs the forgery (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB , σ ∗ ), he cannot submit IDA as one of
the KeyExtract queries, or (Wf , IDA , IDB ) as one of the StandSign queries, or
submit (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB , σ ∗ ) as one of the ProxySign queries. However, he can
even submit IDB to the KeyExtract queries, (Wf , IDA , IDB ) to the StandardSign
queries where Wf = Wf and (M  , Wf , IDA , IDB ) to the ProxySign queries where
M  = M ∗ .
The success probability of an algorithm AII wins the above game is deﬁned
as SuccAII .
Deﬁnition 3. We say a type II adversary AII can (t, qH , qKE , qS , qP S , ε) break
a proxy signature scheme if AII runs in time at most t, AII makes at most
qH queries to the hash functions, at most qKE KeyExtract queries, at most qS
StandardSign queries and at most qP S ProxySign queries, and SuccAII is at least
ε.
Existential unforgeability under adaptive AIII adversary
Roughly speaking, this property states that only the proxy signer can create a
valid proxy signature, even the original signer can not. Given a valid ID-based
proxy signature, the proxy signer cannot deny the fact that he has signed the
message. The existential unforgeability of a proxy signature scheme under a type
III attacker requires that it is diﬃcult for the original signer to output a valid
proxy signature of a message M ∗ which has not been signed by the proxy signer.
It is deﬁned using the games as same as those games between AII and C. After
all the queries,
– Output: Finally, AIII outputs (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB , σ ∗ ) where IDA is the
identity of original signer, ID B is the identity of proxy signature, Wf is
the warrant, M ∗ is the message to be signed and σ ∗ is the ID-based proxy
signature which satisfy that:
1. IDB has not been requested as one of the KeyExtract queries.
2. (M ∗ , Wf , IDA , IDB , σ ∗ ) has not been requested as one of the ProxySign
queries.
3. σ ∗ is a valid ID-based proxy signature of the message m∗ under the
warrant Wf , the original signer IDA and the proxy signer IDB .
The success probability of an algorithm AIII wins the above game is deﬁned as
SuccAIII .
Deﬁnition 4. We say a type III adversary AIII can (t, qH , qKE , qS , qP S , ε)
break a proxy signature scheme if AIII runs in time at most t, AIII makes
at most qH queries to the hash functions, at most qKE KeyExtract queries, at
most qS StandardSign queries and at most qP S ProxySign queries, and SuccAIII
is at least ε.
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Proposed ID-Based Proxy Signature Scheme

In this section, we present our construction of ID-based proxy signature scheme.
The scheme consists of the following algorithms.
1. ParaGen: Input the system’s parameter , this algorithm generates a bilinear
group G1 of prime order q (q ≥ 2 ) such that CDH problem is hard in G1 .
Let e : G1 × G1 → GT be the bilinear pairing. The generator of G1 is P .
Pick a random master key s ∈ ZZ ∗q and set Ppub = sP . It also chooses three
distinct secure hash functions H0 , H1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G1 . Then the system’s
parameter is: Para = {, G1 , GT , q, e, P, Ppub , H0 , H1 , H2 }.
2. KeyExtract: Given a user’s identity ID, compute H0 (ID) ∈ G1 and skID =
sH0 (ID).
3. StandardSign: Let M be the message to be signed, the standard signature is
generated as: σS = (skID + rH1 (M ), rP ) where r ∈R ZZ ∗q .
4. StandardVer: Given the identity ID of the signer, the message M and a
?
signature σS , verify whether e(σS , P ) = e(H0 (ID), Ppub )e(H1 (M ), rP ).
5. DelegationGen: Let W be the warrant to be signed by the original signer
Alice with the identity IDA who wants to delegate his signing rights to
Bob with the identity IDB , the delegation is generated as: σW = (skIDA +
rA H1 (W, IDA , IDB ), rA P ) where rA ∈R ZZ ∗q . Then Alice sends the warrant
W and delegation σW to the proxy signer Bob.
6. ProxySign: Given the secret key skIDB , the delegation σW = (skIDA +
rA H1 (W, IDA , IDB ), rA P ) of the warrant W and a message M , the proxy
signer chooses rB ∈R ZZ ∗q and computes σ = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ) where σ1 = skIDA +
rA H1 (W, IDA , IDB ) + skIDB + rB H2 (M, W, IDA , IDB ), σ2 = rA P, σ3 =
rB P.
7. ProxyVer: Given the identities (IDA , IDB ) of original signer and proxy
signer, a warrant W ∈ {0, 1}∗, a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗, and a signature
?
σ = (σ1 , σ2 , σ3 ), verify whether e(σ1 , P ) = e(H0 (IDA ), Ppub )e(H0 (IDB ),
Ppub ) e(H1 (W, IDA , IDB ), σ2 ) e(H2 (M, W, IDA , IDB ), σ3 ). If the equality
holds the result is True; otherwise the result is ⊥.
4.1

Unforgeability Against Type II Adversary

Theorem 1. If there exists a type II adversary AII who can (t, qH , qKE , qS , qP S ,
ε) break the proposed proxy signature scheme then there exists another algorithm
B who can use AII to solve an instance of the CDH problem in G1 with probability
SuccCDH
B, G1 ≥ (

qKE

3
3
)3 (1 −
)qKE +qS +qP S +4 ε
+ qS + qP S + 1
qKE + qS + qP S + 4

in time t + c1 (qH + qKE + 3qS + 9qP S ) + c2 (qH + 2qS + 8qP S ). Here c1 , c2 are
two constants that depends on G1 .
Proof. We are forced to omit it due to page limitation.
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Unforgeability Against Type III Adversary

Theorem 2. If there exists a type III adversary AIII who can (t, qH , qKE ,
qS , qP S , ε) break the proposed proxy signature scheme then there exists another
algorithm B who can use AIII to solve an instance of the CDH problem in G1
with probability
SuccCDH
B, G1 ≥ (

3
3
)3 (1 −
)qKE +qS +qP S +4 ε
qKE + qS + qP S + 1
qKE + qS + qP S + 4

in time t + c1 (qH + qKE + 3qS + 9qP S ) + c2 (qH + 2qS + 8qP S ). Here c1 , c2 are
two constants that depends on G1 .
Proof. The proof is completely similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
4.3

Eﬃciency Analysis

In this section we compare our scheme with Xu et al.’s scheme [26] in the sense of
signature length and operation cost of veriﬁcation. The two schemes require the
same operation cost in the delegation and proxy sign algorithms. In the following
table, the notion |G1 | denotes the bit length of an element in G1 .
Table 1. Comparison between Xu et al.’s scheme [26] and our scheme
Scheme
Signature Length Pairings in Veriﬁcation exp. in G2
Xu et al.’s scheme
3|G1 |
4 (2 can be precomputed)
1
Our scheme
3|G1 |
4 (2 can be precomputed)
0

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we improve the security models of identity based proxy signature
deﬁned by Xu, Zhang and Feng [26] by allowing adversaries to behave more
adaptively in oracle accessing. We then propose a new identity based proxy
signature which is secure against adaptively chosen message and chosen identity
attacker. Compared with the scheme proposed in [26], the new proposed scheme
enjoys less operation cost, and hence, it outperforms the existing schemes in the
literature. The security of the proposed scheme is based on the hardness of the
Computational Diﬃe-Hellman problem in the random oracle model.
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